C.V. RAMAN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, BHUBANESWAR
OFFICE OF THE DEAN ACADEMICS

NOTICE

Ref. No: CVRCE/DEAN-AP/10/12/16

Date: 06.04.2016

As per Transit Academic Regulation clause No-12.5 (which is applicable for the B.Tech students of 2014 admission batch), students with shortage of attendance in one or more subjects are not eligible to appear the end semester examinations in that particular subject to be held between 11.04.2016 and 25.04.2016. The lists of these students are enclosed herewith. These students are required to enroll and attend make up classes to be conducted between 28.04.2016 and 21.05.2016. Regular attendance in makeup classes shall be counted between 28.04.2016 to 21.05.2016. Enrolment for make-up classes will be done between 26.04.2016 and 27.04.2016.

All the enrolled students have to deposit Rs.3000/- only towards such classes (irrespective of number of subjects) over and above registration fee for appearing the Academic Back Examinations.

Academic back Examinations will be conducted between 25.05.2016 to 11.06.2016.

Time table of the make-up classes will be notified shortly.

(\text{Signature})

\text{B. P. Mishra}

DEAN ACADEMICS

Copy to: Chairman’s Office, Director CVRGi’s Office, Principal CVRCE, Dean Academics, Controller of Examinations/Dean Examinations, DSW’s Office, Dean 1st Year.

SSEPL with a request to display the same in the website.